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Abstract 
Media is a powerful agent within society, that works as a gatekeeper for the media 
arena and therefore decides what topics are discussed and which are not (Pinto et al., 
2016; Anderson, 2009) By setting the agenda and by framing messages, media can 
influence the public perception and therefor also the culture within society. However, 
it is said that media will reflect the most dominant culture within society, it is there-
fore of interest to see how the Swedish media portray and frame Swedish milk and 
the milk industry, that on hand is argued to be a threat towards the climate but on the 
other hand has a long history of being connected to the Swedish culture. 
 
When studying the four most read newspapers in Sweden published between 2012 
and 2017 we found that even if the Swedish milk and the milk industry was ques-
tioned for being unhealthy or argued for being an environmental threat, the positive 
framing of milk was always more visible. Environmental impacts of milk and the 
milk industry was repeatedly downsized and even spoken for in opposite direction, 
that the Swedish milk and the Swedish milk industry is good for the environment. 
This would suggest that the strong position of milk within the Swedish society have 
the ability to undermine any threat, it is therefor of interest to further study the cul-
ture aspects of media framing not at least connected to products that is in many stud-
ies argued for being an environmental threat. Due to impact media may have on the 
society, how media frame and portray sustainability and sustainable products is of 
high interest for further research. More research is also needed to understand who 
gets to use the media arena to convey their messages, not at least within the topic of 
sustainability.     
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Media framing and society impact 
Media is an actor that controls the central arena for communicating happenings and 
issues within modern societies (Hepp, et al., 2015). The process of media influencing 
the society has gained increased amount of attention throughout recent years under 
the name mediatization (ibid). Media is the gatekeeper for the widespread distribu-
tion of information, something that affects individuals in their daily life. Media can 
influence what is discussed by the dinner table by choosing what to publish in the 
news (ibid). By deciding which news is important and which are not, media has the 
power to set the agenda of what people talk about (Pinto et al., 2016). The purpose of 
setting the agenda on a particular topic of discussion is to impose its point of view to 
as many social agents possible (ibid). Media can by framing a topic guide the reader 
in how to perceive that topic, however, media is said to keep and reflect the dominant 
culture within society (Pinto et al., 2016; Anderson, 2009). It is also argued that by 
setting the agenda and by using framing, media can change the perception of an issue 
and thereby influence the culture and society (Hepp et al., 2015). News media is a 
highly influential actor within societies around the world, and by promoting or di-
minish aspects of a certain situation media can construct the reality, and by framing 
the message, define what the public should perceive as important (ibid).  
 
Due to the power of media, previous research has studied media’s way of framing 
specific topics. Jönsson (2011) studied how Swedish media framed the environmen-
tal risks connected to the Baltic Sea, in order to understand the governance and de-
velopment of environmental policies for the Baltic Sea. Further, multiple studies 
have focused on how environmental issues overall as well as how the word sustaina-
bility has been framed and discussed in media over time (Castrechini et al., 2014; 
Huang, 2016; Anderson, 2009; Holt and Barkemeyer, 2012). Other studies have fo-
cused on how media has framed environmental issues connected to the agriculture 
industry (Poláková, 2018). Additionally, Asplund et al. (2013) studied how special-
ized magazines in Sweden, directed towards farmers, framed environmental issues 
connected to or caused by the agriculture industry.  
  
Although previous studies have acknowledged the importance of the media framing 
of environmental issues, we see that there is a lack of connection between the culture 
and media and how that affect the framing of specific issue. Pinto et al. (2016) as 
well as Anderson (2009) stress the dominant culture of society will be reflected in 
how media portray and frame an issue. Therefore, we find it interesting to see how a 
product that has cultural connection as well as being connected to environmental 
devastation is framed in media.   
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The dairy industry is being questioned for its unhealthiest as well as pinpointed as a 
major cause for greenhouse emissions, land degradation and water pollution (Tilman 
and Clark, 2014; Jacobson, 2006; Oppenlander, 2013). It has also been stated from 
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) that it is necessary to 
stop the growth of greenhouse gas emissions until 2020, as well as lowering the 
greenhouse gas emissions with 60 % by 2050 compared to 2010. This needs to be 
done in order to reach the goal for the global warming being below two degrees Cel-
sius (European Commission, 2017), a goal that is directly related to lowering the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the meat –and dairy industry. However, in Sweden, 
the product milk have had, and still has, a strong position in the Swedish society, 
with a long history of being seen as the national beverage, milk has deep ties to the 
Swedish culture (Valence, 2011; Williams, 2015).  

1.2 The case of Milk in Sweden   
Milk has been seen as healthy, safe and good nourishment for about hundred years, 
ever since the process of pasteurization was invented (Valenze, 2011). Before this 
invention, milk was seen as dangerous and even repulsive to drink (ibid). However, 
after the invention of pasteurization, with the voices of medical experts, milk was 
soon to become a product of culture, especially in the case of Sweden (ibid). In 1923, 
milk farmers together with politicians, medical experts and authorities started an or-
ganization called “The Milk Propaganda”, with the goal to increase the milk con-
sumption in Sweden (Williams, 2015). The Milk Propaganda became a major 
movement and was visible all over Sweden in the form of posters, school campaigns 
and ‘milk bars’ (Martiin, 2010).  
 
The Milk Propaganda is an example of how politicians and industries cooperated in 
the beginning of the 1900th century in order to build the Swedish welfare state (Mar-
tiin, 2010). In the case of milk, it was seen as an economic support for the rural areas 
as well as a way to better the public health (ibid). The marketing efforts were a com-
bination of ‘objective information’ and pronounced ambitions to support the farming 
economy. In the 1920’ and 30’s the consumers were told to increase their consump-
tion of dairy products in order to reduce the heavy surplus, while the farmers were 
recommended to produce even more milk (Martiin, 2010).  
 
The Milk Propaganda spread their message across Sweden and milk was portrayed as 
white, clean and healthy as well as something typically Swedish. It was stressed that 
drinking milk was saving the countryside and our children’s health, and soon it be-
came a national duty to consume milk (Martiin, 2010).  
 
Apart from the posters, the Milk Propaganda also published their own magazine in 
which they reported about their marketing campaigns, often as a total success (Marti-
in, 2010). At times, readers could come across more pessimistic texts about farmers’ 
struggles and the dark future for the countryside (Martiin, 2010). In order to encour-
age the milk producers, as well as draw attention to the marketing projects diplomas 
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was awarded to milk producers with the highest quality of milk, something that em-
phasised the important mission of the dairy production in Sweden (ibid).  

However, after the Second World War, the name Milk Propaganda was changed and 
its marketing efforts toned down. Today, the organization works under the name 
‘LRF Mjölk’ (The Swedish Dairy Association), and is still considered to be a strong 
lobby organization in Sweden (Stenholtz, 2015). Martiin (2010) argue that fragments 
of the Milk Propaganda still remains, partly in the form of promotional messages on 
milk cartons, but also in form of milk diplomas and medals to milk farmers given for 
excellent milk, something that is today distributed by the Royal family in Sweden 
(Martiin, 2010).  

1.3 Problematization 
The product of milk as well as the dairy industry as a whole is being questioned for 
being un-sustainable and the cause for major environmental impacts (Tilman and 
Clark, 2014; Jacobson, 2006; Oppenlander, 2013). Meanwhile, milk and the dairy 
industry has a long history of being part of the Swedish society and its culture, milk 
is even named “the national drink” in Sweden (Martiin, 2010; Stenholtz, 2015; Va-
lence, 2011; Williams, 2015).  
 
Media can be used to convey political messages and values as well as diminish oth-
ers (Ashuri, 2012), media also have the power to change individuals’ perception and 
thereby have the power to change the culture within a society (Hepp et al., 2015). It 
is therefore of interest to see how Swedish media chose to frame milk and the dairy 
industry in a time when the product of milk is discussed as a climate villain as well 
as one major cause for greenhouse gas emissions, land degradation and water scarci-
ty (Tilman and Clark, 2014; Jacobson, 2006; Oppenlander, 2013).  
 
To guide our research we have chosen to focus on the following research question:  
 

• Which aspects of the Swedish milk and milk industry has been portrayed in 
Swedish media during 2012 and 2017 and how has these aspects been 
framed? 

1.4 Research outline 
This thesis is divided into six chapters, the introduction will be followed by the theo-
retical framework chosen for this study; Mediatization, Agenda Setting, Public Rela-
tions, Lobbying and Framing. After the theoretical framework our ontological stands, 
research design and research analysis will be explained, followed by a presentation 
of our empirical data based on four Swedish newspapers between the years 2012 and 
2017. In the fifth chapter we analyze our empirical data with the help of our theoreti-
cal framework and in our last chapter we present our final discussion and conclusions 
made from this study. 
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2 Theoretical framework 

With the background of milks connection to the Swedish culture, we also need to 
understand media’s place in the society and therefor the concepts of mediatization, 
public relation and lobbying will be explained. Further, in order to recognise how 
media influence attitudes and values we have chosen to go deeper into the concepts 
of agenda setting and framing.  

2.1 Mediatization – how media work within the society 
According to Hepp et al. (2015), mediatization is a concept that is used to explain the 
relationship between media’s influence on culture and society. Strömbäck (2008), on 
the other hand argue that mediatization is a concept to explain how media and poli-
tics are interconnected and dependent on each other. Mediatization is not a new con-
cept, even though the word itself originates from the beginning of the 21st century. 
Earlier the concept was depicted with the words medialization and mediation (Could-
ry and Hepp, 2013). Nevertheless, the essence of the concept has always been to cap-
ture the process where media has a direct impact on the everyday life, including so-
cial, political, cultural, and economic aspects (ibid). Today, the high consumption of 
media, the availability and non-stop access to newspapers and other news sources has 
an increasing effect on cultures and societies as a whole (Couldry and Hepp, 2013; 
Hepp et al., 2015).  
 
Mediatization can be defined differently depending on which perspective is chosen 
(Hepp, et al., 2015). The most often used perspective is the institutional perspective, 
where media institutions affect or are affected by other institutions such as organiza-
tions or political parties. Couldry and Hepp (2013) explains that media should be 
seen as an independent institution with its own set of rules, culture and interests 
which are used to influence its surroundings. This process is called media logic.  
Additionally, due to the rapid increase of media consumption, Couldry and Hepp 
(2013) argue that the media logic influences and challenges other sets of logics to a 
large extent. Media logic explains what and how media communicate, and more im-
portantly what is not communicated. Individuals’ typically turn to their media outlets 
to get information of current events in society, leading to media receiving the means 
to persuade and shape the public opinion on all aspects of society (Couldry and 
Hepp, 2013). Strömbäck (2008) reason for that media logic is often used to convey 
political messages. Meanwhile, Couldry and Hepp (2013) argue that media logic is 
not primarily a political force, but is rather driven by news value. Nevertheless, me-
dia is influential enough to change and shape individuals’ perceptions of reality and 
also have the power to guide their readers towards media’s perception of what is 
right or wrong (Stömbäck, 2008; Couldry and Hepp, 2013).  
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Tesar and Doppen (2006) suggests that media have the means to both influence and 
define what is considered a social norm within specific groups, but also define social 
norms within the society as a whole (ibid). However, when connecting the theory of 
social constructivism with the media effect, Scheufele (1999) found that media gen-
erally has a strong effect on individuals perceptions of issues, however media is only 
one of many pieces used by individuals when constructing meaning (ibid).  
 
In combination with media’s potential to influence individual’s perception of reality 
(Strömbäck, 2008), Ashuri (2012) argues that media seldom follows the “media ide-
al”. This ideal is defined as when journalists and news organizations portray and re-
port an objective picture of an event. Ashuri (2012) argue that most of what is being 
published or reported is subjective and filled with values. This shift from objective to 
subjective media has incrementally increased over time (ibid). According to Ashuri 
(2012), this is connected to an increasing level of social activism within different 
societies. These social activists or agents actively work to enhance, change or dimin-
ish social norms and cultures in favour of others (ibid). 

2.2 Influencing media  
One theory, which is commonly used in order to understand organizational influence 
on its surroundings, is public relations (PR). PR is a collective name for activities 
deployed by organizations that are trying to influence the policy environment, civil 
society and the politically appointed decision makers, in ways that benefits the or-
ganizations own interests (Davidson, 2014). However, Fredriksson and Pallas (2013) 
describes PR as a practise of a certain set of governing mechanisms, norms, rules, 
activities and ideas that are taken for granted within society. While, Harris and Moss 
(2001) as well as Miller and Harkins (2010) conclude that there is no precise defini-
tion of what PR includes from a scientific perspective, however the proposed defini-
tion of PR says that it is a management of a broad range of relationships with differ-
ent sorts of stakeholders. It is further argued that lobbying is a strategy or tool within 
the sphere of PR used to sway both public and political opinion in a more favourable 
direction from the organizations perspective (Harris and Moss, 2001; Miller and 
Harkins, 2010). 
 
Dinan and Miller (2007) as well as Stauber and Rampton (1995) argue that organiza-
tions and individuals can use PR and lobbying to hinder implementations of envi-
ronmental politics, such as environmental legislations in society. This is also sup-
ported by Anderson (2009), who claim that PR play a significant role in the climate 
change debate where ‘claim-makers’ are using sophisticated strategies to target me-
dia in order to get their point of view heard. Through PR and lobbying, corporations 
can affect the public opinion and undermine politics working for the legislations 
(ibid). McGrath (2007) argues that it is important to analyse the language used in PR 
and by lobbyists in order to understand the discourse. Additionally, Miller and 
Harkins (2010) expand this notion further by concluding that lobbying within the 
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sphere of PR is used to cover four strategic areas of society, which are scientific cap-
ture, civil society capture, media capture and policy capture. 
 
Scientific capture is when an organization or industry, manages to influence the sci-
entific sphere in order to positively impact the organizations or industry’s own inter-
ests (Holden and Lee, 2009). An example of this is the tobacco industry which where 
able to down size the health risks associated with smoking for over 20 years by using 
biased research and slandering opponents within the scientific communities (Holden 
and Lee, 2009). Additionally, Anderson (2009) argue that several scholars have not-
ed how powerful industry groups, special interest lobbies and PR companies have 
manipulated scientific claims and with these claims exploited the news media. 
 
Civil society capturing is when organizations are involved in non-governmental or-
ganizations (NGOs) and other social movements, which are not directly or obviously 
connected to the purpose of their own interests and agenda, however it can serve as 
an method to further the reputation of the organization. Media capture, however, is 
when an organization manages to capture media coverage, and steering the agenda in 
a favourable direction. The purpose of this tactic is often used to influence public 
opinion or to marginalize critics and the opposition (Holden and Lee, 2009).  
 
The primary goal of steering the agenda, influence the scientific sphere or better the 
reputation is to influence policy capture, which means influence the policy decision-
making (Holden and Lee, 2009). Miller and Harkins (2010) found in their study that 
when the Food and Drink Federation in the United Kingdom decided to change the 
recommended daily intake of salt for the UK citizens, the fast food industry managed 
to capture the media, leading to a massive media coverage of how the new recom-
mendation would negatively affect the industry and all who worked in it. This media 
capture pushed the Food and Drink Federation to withdraw their recommendation of 
lower salt intake (Miller and Harkins, 2010). Additionally, Miller and Harkins (2010) 
conclude that these sorts of PR strategies are an important piece of the policy process 
within the western world. 
 
De Lange and Linders (2006) describe PR as a playground for the construction of 
social reality, where media gets input from society in form of PR and lobbying and 
then construct a reality that the public as well as the politicians are dependent on (De 
Lange and Linders, 2006; Harris and Moss, 2001). Godwin et al. (2012) explain that 
with different interest groups competing to get their voice heard in media, it will 
rarely be a fair distribution of space, leading to some groups gets more spotlight than 
others. However, it is stressed that there is no evidence that interest groups with more 
resources have more influence in policy battles or the media arena (ibid).  

2.3 Setting the agenda in media 
Agenda setting is according to Weaver (2007) generally defined as medias capacity 
to shape and define the agenda within the society, by telling the public what issues 
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are important and which are not. “The press may not be successful much of the time 
in telling people what to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers 
what to think about” (Cohen, 1963, in Weimann, 2000 p. 33). Argued by Hopmann 
et al. (2012) the agenda setting in media have a profound impact on political issues 
by telling the public what to recognise as important.  
 
Funk and McCombs (2015) have found that there is a top-down effect in the transna-
tional media agenda, where larger media organizations with a wide reader base set 
the agenda that is then influencing the agenda portrayed by smaller news organiza-
tions. Additionally, Cui and Wu (2017) argue that only a few international news ac-
tors set the global agenda. These actors are exclusively found in western countries, 
and with recourses and strong brand recognition, they are highly influential in setting 
the global agenda (ibid). However, small, local news media are usually more con-
cerned with local issues connected to the local community, and thereby seldom fol-
low the international or even the national agenda, unless it is relevant on a local level 
(Funk and McCombs, 2015). Yet, Anderson (2009) found that there was a lack of 
media coverage of climate change and other environmental issues in development 
countries, even though these countries are likely to suffer the worst effects from the-
se issues. Further, Anderson (2009) argue that any issue can gain fervent interest in 
media as long as it’s dramatic and has an affect on the public.  

2.4 Framing 
In news media the term frame is referring to which words, images, phrases and 
presentation style are used to provide the public with information (Chong and 
Druckman, 2007a). The chosen frames reveals what media sees as relevant to the 
topic at hand, and also show what the reader should think of and what to dismiss 
(ibid). The term frame also refers to the frame in thought, i.e. the individual frame 
that is connected to an individual's cognitive understanding of a given situation. 
Chong and Druckman (2007b) describe the frame of thought as being what the read-
ers believe to be the most relevant aspect of an issue, while the media frame guide 
the reader towards what is the most relevant aspect of an issue.  
 
The concept of framing is used to show how media affect surrounding actors and the 
society (Scheufele, 1999). Weaver (2007) states that framing is defining a problem, 
show how it should be interpreted, and who to blame, and recommend a solution to 
the problem. Depending on how the problem is defined the obvious solution will 
differ (Entman, 1993). Entman, (1993) define framing as “to frame is to select some 
aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, 
in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, 
moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described.” (p. 52)  
 
McCombs and Shaw (1972) argue that by choosing what do display in the news, 
journalists and editors play an important part in shaping the political reality. Media 
do not only provide readers with a relevant issue, but also tells them how much im-
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portance to attach to that issue (ibid). By choosing how much information is included 
in the news story, how it is positioned and what frame is used, media has an impact 
on the public opinion (McCombs and Shaw, 1972). Additionally, Anderson (2009) 
highlight that “the media play a crucial role in framing scientific, economic, social 
and political dimensions through giving voice to some viewpoints while suppressing 
others, and legitimating certain truth-claims as reasonable and credible” (p. 1)  
 
Bobo and Chakraborty (2015) argue that framing statements or news as positive or 
negative has an effect on the perception and judgements of the reader. According to 
prospect theory, individuals react differently to the same information depending on 
whether the message is framed with highlighting the advantages (gain frame) or dis-
advantages (loss frame) (ibid). Therefore message-framing is one of the most com-
monly manipulating features influencing attitudes and behaviours (Chang et al., 
2015). Additionally, the effects of positive or negative framing also depend on the 
temporal focus of the message. Were Chang et al. (2015) argue that people are more 
receptive to a loss-frame with a focus on the present, then on a gain-frame with a 
focus on the future. 
 
The strength of the frame is said to increase when it comes from a credible source 
that have clear values and do not contradict the individual’s prior strong beliefs 
(Chong and Druckman, 2007a). On the other hand, individuals are assumed not to 
evaluate the strength consciously, but to embrace the frame they are most used to see 
or hear (ibid). Behr and Iyengar (1985) argue that changes in the public agenda are 
caused by changes in the media agenda. The amount of media attention devoted to 
particular issue determines the degree of public concern for that issue (Chong and 
Druckman (2007a; Chong and Druckman, 2007b; Behr and Iyengar, 1985).  
 
However, little research has been focused on framing in competitive environments, 
where individuals receive multiple frames representing alternative or even opposite 
positions on an issue with varying quantities and strengths of the frames (Chong and 
Druckman, 2007b). In a competitive environment, so far two possible outcomes are 
argued for. Either the loudest frame that is repeated more frequently would have the 
greatest influence on individuals’ opinion, or the strongest frame, meaning that the 
frame set by the most credible source will have the greatest influence on public opin-
ion, regardless of repetition (ibid).  
 
According to Cacciatore, Scheufele and Iyenger (2016) the current knowledge of 
framing was developed in the 1980’s and 1990’s and may not be accurate on today’s 
mass media climate, where the number of media outlets has increases drastically in 
recent years. It is argued that the public will now search for media that correspond 
and validate their pre-determined mind-set (ibid).  
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2.5 Summery theoretical framework 
 
Mediatization gives an overview of the relationship between media and the society 
(Couldry and Hepp, 2013; Hepp et al., 2015; Strömbäck 2008). Where media is ar-
gued for changing and shaping individuals’ perception of reality and thereby have 
massive power within society. Even if medias’ main goal is not to be a political force 
it acts as an arena for policy making (Couldry and Hepp, 2013; Hepp et al., 2015). 
Organizations, individuals as well as industries use lobbying and PR and try to 
achieve scientific capture, civil society capture and media capture in order to gain 
access to the media arena. With access to the media arena they can steer media into a 
specific topic, the angle of that topic as well as pushing for certain voices to get 
heard instead of others (Miller and Harkins, 2010). The goal for the usage of PR and 
lobbying is to use the media arena in order to change the public opinion, that in the 
end could lead to altered policies and legislations within the society (Miller and 
Harkins, 2010). This way of using the media arena is an important piece of the policy 
process within the western world (ibid).  
 
Media to tell the public what topics to care about then uses the agenda setting and 
what not to care about. The framing of these topics then tells the public how to care 
about it, which view the topic should have. What is the issue, who is responsible, 
what emotional concerns does it include and how should the issue be solved (Weav-
er, 2007; Hopmann et al., 2012; Chong and Druckman, 2007a; Behr and Iyengar, 
1985; McCombs and Shaw, 1972).  
 
The overall concept of mediatization will be the ground for the continuing of this 
study, and the agenda setting and framing and lobbying as well as PR will guide us in 
our empirical work in the following chapters.   
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3 Our worldview and research design 

3.1 Ontological stands  
The division between objectivism and subjectivism is an aspect of ontology. Where 
in most quantitative research it is assumed that the social world exists as a distinc-
tive, separate and objective reality for everyone (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2016). In 
subjectivism or constructionism, the reality is not disconnected from social reality of 
interactions but rather dependent on it (ibid). Eriksson and Kovalainen (2016) stress 
that a focal point in the social constructionist view is that reality does not exist out-
side individuals and that ‘reality’ is always about individuals’ and groups’ interpreta-
tions.  
 
This study is conducted with a subjective worldview, meaning there is no absolute 
truth, only different perceptions of knowledge (Saunders et al., 2009). With a subjec-
tive view of the world, the limitation of knowledge is that the interpretations made in 
this context can differ in another context or even by people’s different interpretations 
within the same context (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2016). The subjective worldview 
is not a choice made for this study alone, but rather the way the researchers view the 
world outside academia and therefore, will have a natural place in the research con-
ducted.  
 
Textual data is relevant and useful in a qualitative research (Eriksson and Ko-
valainen, 2016. Jönsson (2011) used news media in order to understand the process 
of risk governance for the Baltic Sea. “…How risks and uncertainties are framed, 
assessed and communicated [in media], is of utmost importance for researchers...” 
(Jönsson, 2011 p.1). Texts are suitable objects for analysis because texts have the 
ability to tell us about the social entities and the issues that they represent (Eriksson 
and Kovalainen, 2016). There are several ways to understand texts (Eriksson and 
Kovalainen, 2016), although in qualitative research texts are mostly understood as 
artefacts. Which means that our texts are gathered and related to a specific topic for a 
specific reason.  
 
With our research we want to understand how media portrays and frames their stories 
about milk and the milk industry during a specific time, and to do so we need to 
make our own interpretations of the news texts. When not looking at social entities as 
disconnected from society, but as a result of society, we are open for interconnec-
tions, which are vital to answer our research question. We are interested in not only 
the content of our empirical data, but also how meaning is created through use of 
language and pictures and therefore we work within interpretivism (Eriksson and 
Kovalainen, 2016). The most used form of interpretative research is social construc-
tionism (ibid), which seeks to understand how something seemingly “objective” or 
taken for granted is established by subjective meanings.  
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3.2 Inquiry used in this study 
It is common to use both induction and deduction in different phases of the research 
(Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2016). Going back and forth between theory and empiri-
cal data is referred to as an abductive approach (ibid), and it has been used through-
out this research. In some cases, we have started with a theory for which we seek 
support for in our empirical data, while in others, we have searched for theories that 
support our empirical data.  

3.3 Research design 
A longitudinal research design is suitable due to the specific timeframe for our study. 
A timeline between 2012 and 2017 was chosen because we wanted to see the devel-
opment of the topic over time. Additionally, in 2014 a Swedish oat milk producer by 
the name of Oatly started a marketing campaign and was sued by the Swedish Dairy 
Association for discrediting milk (Nylund, 2014). Oatly lost the case in 2015 and was 
prohibited to use any phrases that discredited milk or milk producers in any way 
(Marknadsdomstolen 2015, p.18). Something we believe could have an impact on 
how cow milk is portrayed and framed in Swedish media. In order to have rich data 
we decided to choose two years before the legal case between the Swedish Dairy 
Association and Oatly and as many years following as possible, thereby the natural 
delimitation for this study became 2017.  
 
According to Creswell (2014) a combination of qualitative and quantitative ap-
proaches to data will provide a more complete understanding of a research problem 
than either approach alone. In this study we have chosen to use a combination of 
quantitative and qualitative approach, something referred to as mixed methods (Cre-
swell, 2014). The quantitative data was used as a guide towards the qualitative data, 
as well as delimitation. Both methods were necessary for this study. Using the quan-
titative data alone would not have provided sufficient data to answer our research 
question, as well as only using a qualitative data would not have been feasible during 
this timeframe due to the amount of data we collected.    

3.4 Data collection 
Our empirical data consists of news articles, discussion articles, chronicles, letter to 
editors, however we have not assign any type of text a greater value than another, 
they are all viewed as “news texts”. Even though media texts are often referred to as 
secondary data, they do provide significant opportunities for qualitative research 
(Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2016). The news texts were selected from four different 
newspapers in Sweden: Dagens Nyheter (DN), Aftonbladet (AB), Expressen (Exp) 
and Svenska Dagbladet (Svd). The newspapers chosen are the four most read news-
papers in Sweden (IDG, 2017; Dagens Analys, 2016). We therefore decided to con-
sider all four newspapers in our study in order to diversify our data. 
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First search Second search Third search 

“milk” 

“milk industry” 

“milk substitute” 

“Oatly” 

“soymilk” 

“oat milk” 

“almond milk” 

“milk war” 

“milk farmers” 

“the milk lobby” 

 

All material from newspapers was collected from a media database (Retriever Re-
search) using the keywords; “milk”, “milk industry”, “Oatly” “milk substitute”, “the 
milk war”, “soymilk”, “oat milk”, “milk farmers”, “almond milk”, “the milk lobby”, 
although all searchers were made in Swedish. The search process was divided in 
three parts. In the first search the keywords “milk”, “milk industry”, “milk substi-
tute” and “Oatly” was used. Second search; “soymilk”, “oat milk”, “almond milk” 
and third; “milk war”, “milk farmers”, “the milk lobby”.  

3.5 Data analysis 
In this research both quantitative and qualitative analyses have been used to serve 
different purposes. The quantitative analysis of data has been used in order to illus-
trate a connection or lack thereof between the lawsuit concerning the Swedish Dairy 
Association and Oatly as well as how many times environmental issues was men-
tioned connected to milk or the milk industry.  

According to Eriksson and Kovalainen (2016), a categorization by themes can give a 
more holistic view of the phenomenon under study, and it is helpful in describing the 
content. In order to ensure the quality and reliability of the analysis (ibid), a coding 
scheme including all categories has been developed. Even though we are conducting 
a qualitative content analysis, categorizing the content is useful and sometimes need-
ed to get an overview of the material (Eriksson and Kovalainan, 2016); a matter we 
considered necessary due to the amount of data.  

The qualitative analysis was done to explore the themes and framing within each 
text. In order to produce a coherent set of interpretations of the qualitative data, the 
researchers discussed each text together after first making interpretations separately: 
a form of triangulation (Denzin, 1978). After the qualitative data was interpreted and 
categorized under themes dependent on the topic they covered, an interpretation of 
the combined quantitative and qualitative data was conducted in order to produce a 
coherent interpretation (Champion et al., 2016).  

The collection of material from the four different newspapers was done in different 
steps. First, all texts with one or more of the keywords were chosen. The texts were 
in this step only skimmed through and sometimes only chosen because of the title, 
leaving us with a sample of 553 texts. All collected texts were sorted under year and 
name of newspaper. The second step was to read the material more thoroughly to 
become familiar with the data. After reading and re-reading the texts more carefully 
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our sample was reduced to a number of 443 texts. Texts that were excluded from the 
second step were texts that used milk to describe an everyday event, disconnected 
from the milk industry, milk farmers, Oatly and environmental issues connected to 
the milk industry. We also chose to exclude recipes from this study.  

In order to keep track of the texts, we gave every text a name for example AB 2012-
A and Svd 2015-A2, the names given are not connected to dates, they are only used 
as referencing tools. The following step was to place the texts from all four newspa-
pers in a chronological order. This was done in order to find themes and the devel-
opment of the themes over time. The interest for us lies in the amount of times the 
different themes are mentioned, but also how they are mentioned. According to 
Eriksson and Kovalainen (2016) it is favourably to be flexible when categorizing in 
order to generate new categories and themes and to be able to revise the original once 
when it’s necessary. While reading we divided the texts according to themes and the 
specific topic they were referring to as well as marked them with negative or positive 
framing towards milk. This was necessary in order to analyse the data further.  

A positive frame of milk is defined as the heading or text favourably referring to 
milk as healthy “eco-milk is rich in omega-3” (SVD, 2014-A), or if it portrays milk 
as apart of the Swedish heritage as in “Do we really want to shut down Swedish agri-
culture?” (DN, 2016-E) where the importance of cows are argued through their abil-
ity of keeping the landscape open. Another positive framing is rallying for support 
like “The milk farmers facing bankruptcy” (DN, 2012-I). Also questioning of other 
alternative products credibility, health claims and if it really is more environmentally 
friendly in relation to milk is interpreted as positive framing of milk.  
 
Negative media framing can by default be defined as the opposite. When milk as a 
product is questioned like in “Milk is connected to a early death” (SVD, 2014-L) or 
the industry behind the milk is questioned, like in “Breeding of calves is a hidden 
animal offense” (DN, 2012-D). Also when positive aspects of other products are 
highlighted is presented as negative framing of milk, like in “21 steps to decease 
your environmental footprint” (SVD, 2014-L), where it is explicitly stated that 
changing from cow milk to oat based milk you will decease the environmental foot-
print with 1 ton per year. Another negative framing is when milk as a product of her-
itage is questioned which also can be found in “Breeding of calves is a hidden animal 
offense” (DN, 2012-D), where the text says that; “I don’t think that Swedish dairy 
farmers are bad, the farmers and the public are just blinded by traditions”. 
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4 Presentation of data 

In this chapter we will present our findings, starting with an overview of number of 
texts published between 2012 and 2017. Further on we will present the most high-
lighted topics discussed during these years as well as show how they been presented.   
All quantitative data from the newspapers are collected using the keywords men-
tioned in chapter 3.  

4.1 Texts published between 2012 and 2017  

Figure 1 
 
Under 2012 total amount of published texts including one or more keywords were 
78. From these 78 texts 23 were published in Aftonbladet, 26 in Dagens Nyheter, 13 
in Expressen and 16 in Svenska Dagbladet. During 2013 Aftonbladet published 11 
texts, Dagens Nyheter 9, Expressen 11 and Svenska Dagbladet 13 of the total 44 
texts. In 2014 Aftonbladet published 8 texts, Dagens Nyheter 16, Expressen 12 and 
Svenska Dagbladet 16 texts, the total amount of texts were 52.   
In 2015 the amount of texts published increased to a number of 126 texts. In 2015 
Aftonbladet published 18 texts, Dagens Nyheter 47, Expressen 26 and Svenska 
Dagbladet 35 texts. During 2016 the amount of texts published decreased from the 
recent year to 81 texts were Aftonbladet published 15, Dagens Nyheter 20, Ex-
pressen 19 and Svenska Dagbladet 27 texts. In the last full year, (2017) Aftonbladet 
published 16 texts, Dagens Nyheter 22, Expressen 13 and Svenska Dagbladet 11, 
making the total amount of published texts 62.  
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4.2 Framing of media texts between 2012 and 2017 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 
 
With our interpretations of the texts as positive and negative, it is clear that milk and 
the milk industry in Sweden generally have a positive framing rather than negative. 
Figure 2 show that the positive framing is increasing rapidly in 2015 and is decreas-
ing again the following years, even if the positive framing of milk and the milk in-
dustry always is higher than the negative framing. The negative framing of milk and 
the milk industry do not make any vast turns, but stays in within the amounts of 10-
25 texts per year.  
 
Further on, we will present the media texts published between 2012 and 2017 in or-
der to understand the underlying reason for this framing in the Swedish media to 
present, which topics were in focus, and how media presented them.    

4.3 Aspects of milk published in the Swedish newspapers during 
2012 and 2017 

 
The milk war 
In the beginning of 2012 media published news of an event where farmers sold un-
pasteurized milk, which was the start of an three year long debate between milk 
farmers and the Swedish Food Administry (Livsmedelsverket). Milk farmers in the 
north of Sweden decided to sell unpasteurized milk outside a grocery store, some-
thing that has been illegal in Sweden since 1937. “We don’t believe that we have 
done anything illegal. According to EU, farmers have permission to sell smaller 
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amounts of milk directly from the facility” (DN, 2012-E). In another text the case 
was referred to as “the milk war in the mountains” (Svd, 2012-K) “Farmers are now 
risking fines for breaking the Swedish Food Law, but the farmers wont give up and 
are planning to sell the milk again during the summer… ‘If we wont manage to sell 
our milk the agriculture in rural areas could disappear’…” (Svd, 2014-K).  
 
“There are many people who wish to buy milk that have not been pasteurized…A lot 
of people have done their research and know that there are some risks but also many 
advantages [with unpasteurized milk] ” (Exp, 2012-D) However, the Swedish Food 
Administry said that “the milk is being pasteurized in order to not spread bacteria 
that could lead to kidney failure and even death” (Svd, 2012-D). In media the milk 
farmers also questioned the law for unpasteurized milk in Sweden “The farmers be-
hind the selling has turned to the Swedish Food Administry in order to get the basis 
of the decision that the milk is dangerous enough to be forbidden, so far no answer 
has been given. Instead the Swedish Food Administry are turning to the public and 
gives out another warning about the unpasteurized milk” (Svd, 2012-D). Referencing 
to research was also found in the texts “A French study suggests that children that are 
growing up on farms and drinking unpasteurized milk face less trouble with allergies 
and asthma” (Svd, 2012-K).  
 
In 2013 the Swedish Food Administry urged for a national ban of the unpasteurized 
milk, even on milk farms. This started a new debate, about the Swedish cheesecake. 
“A ban threatens the cheese cake” (DN, 2013-F) “We have strong connections to our 
old cheese”  (DN, 2013-G). In the southern parts of Sweden the unpasteurized milk 
is used to make a special cheese cake “that is connected to the culture of småland” 
(DN, 2013-F) A year later the ban was dismissed “The milk ban abolished – new 
rules” (DN, 2014-L). “The Swedish Food Administry are backing down from their 
earlier ban for selling unpasteurized milk. Now new rules are made for farmers who 
wish to sell their milk unpasteurized” (DN, 2014-L).  
 
Milk crisis 
Another theme that started in 2012 and has been visible throughout the selected years 
of the study is a theme named the milk crisis. The first milk crisis started in 2012 due 
to a long dry period, resulting in a bad harvest and therefore an increased price of 
crops. Something that resulted in higher business costs for the milk farmers in Swe-
den. The first milk crisis was reported in media between 2012 until the end of 2013. 
However in mid 2014, a new milk crisis started to be reported in media. This time 
due to a massive surplus of milk which resulted in a decreasing price of milk. The 
theme milk crisis was given the most space in media between 2012 and 2017, with 
its high point during 2015, resulting in what you can see in figure 2. We selected 
some media texts that we believe represent how the topic has been presented in me-
dia.  
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Milk farmers 
Texts that described the struggling life of the milk farmers and how to save them 
were recurring. “The question is: do you want us to survive?” (AB, 2012-S) The 
headline reached over a two pages spread with four pictures of a family of farmers. 
The family, consisting of one mom, one dad, one son and one daughter look sad in 
all the pictures. In the first photo they are all standing next to their cows, looking at 
them without smiles on their faces. The second picture is outside with cows grazing 
in the grass behind them, while the family stare straight at the camera. No smiles. 
The third picture is only of the daughter sitting in the cow house surrounded by cows 
eating hay, she looks at the cows with shining eyes. In the last picture the whole fam-
ily is standing in the cow house, the children closest to the camera and the parents 
behind them, holding on to each other, all looking straight at the camera with a seri-
ous expression. A text in a larger size under all the pictures says “The Swedish milk 
farmers are down on their knees to survive, and their only hope lies on you – the 
consumer” (AB, 2012-S).  
 
In 2013, the milk crisis continues and the milk farmers are portrayed in similar mat-
ters “Our daughter cried when we had to send the animals away” (Exp, 2013-J) de-
scribes how a family could not survive the low milk price anymore and was forced to 
close down their business (Exp, 2013-J). “Markus and Monia Eriksson looks at the 
stalls where 65 cows were living only a few months back. The eyes are shiny” (Exp, 
2013-J). A life on the countryside with grazing cows, open landscapes and a happy 
family was the dream and the couple saved money for years to be able to buy the 
farm in 2010. However, soon the milk crises started and price of milk kept decreas-
ing, and after some time it just wasn’t possible to survive as milk farmers anymore 
(Exp, 2013-J).   
 
“The milk has to be able to be profitable” (DN, 2015-H) argues that the milk crisis, 
hits hardest against new milk farmers that are making the industry better (DN, 2015-
H). The younger milk farmers that have invested a lot of money in new machines and 
bigger housing for cows, it is them who had to take big loans in order to make the 
industry better, that are now risking bankruptcy. “The old farmer's with lower debt 
are relatively safe, but what happens when they retire in a couple of years?” (DN, 
2015-H). “The milk farmers are down on their knees” (Exp, 2015-C). Multiple farm-
ers are dissatisfied with Arla, the price the farmers get for their milk is almost lower 
than in the 80s. 
 
What is behind the milk crisis 
The low price of Swedish milk is often argued for being connected to large food 
chains that are purchasing cheaper milk from abroad, pressuring the Swedish milk 
farmers “soon there is no more Swedish milk farmers” (DN, 2015-B). The Swedish 
milk farmers cannot compete with lower prices due to the Swedish Animal Protec-
tion Law, which in several occasions have been lifted as a hinder for Swedish milk 
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farmers “Solve the acute milk crisis, the Swedish farmers have a competitive disad-
vantage, due to the Swedish regulations. It needs to be modernised in order for us to 
keep our milk farmers in Sweden” (Svd, 2015-B2).  
 
The consumers are also targeted for not choosing to pay for the Swedish milk 
“Why aren't we willing to pay 40 Swedish kronor for a litre of Swedish milk when we 
can pay 20 kronor for bottle of water?” (DN, 2013-A). 
 
The effects of the milk crisis 
The low profitability for milk farmers was argued for being the cause of bad animal 
welfare “more and more cattle are neglected in Sweden, and the cause of this is the 
low profitability for the milk industry as well as worn out farmers” (AB, 2012-G). 
The connection between low profitability and animal welfare is also raised in 2013, 
however this time the Swedish Animal Protection Law is at focus where it is argued 
that the strict animal law has made it harder for the Swedish milk farmers to compete 
on the international market (AB, 2013-F). The Swedish Animal Protection law is 
also argued for being one of the reasons why Sweden is the country has the lowest 
rate of self-sufficiency. We are importing 50 % of the food we consume, “It is hy-
pocrisy to speak well about the Swedish Animal Protection Law and then buy half of 
the consumed food from other countries” (EXP 2013-G). The Animal Protection 
Law is also used to highlight the quality of Swedish milk “If we want to have food 
that is produced with care for the animals and the environment, then it is time to do 
something about it” (Exp, 2015-H). “Producing your own food is part of the civil 
defence” (Svd, 2016-Z). That the Swedish milk is part of the civil defence is high-
lighted as one important reason for why the Swedish milk needs to be saved “In oth-
er countries such as Norway, the government is protecting the domestic dairy indus-
try in order to maintain a civil defence, and for this reason the consumers in Norway 
now the importance of purchasing national produced goods and is also willing to 
pay up to 50 % more for their milk” (DN, 2013-A). 
 
Encouraging consumers to buy Swedish milk, with the arguments that without our 
milk farmers, the open landscape and biodiversity would disappear is often used “We 
seem to think that open fields and grazing animals are an unchanging picture of the 
countryside even if we buy products from other places.” (DN, 2013-C). “Don’t you 
want open landscapes anymore? Sweden will just become a massive forest without 
milk farmers” (Exp, 2015-G). ”If we would lose our milk production hundred of 
thousands jobs will disappear, as well as our open landscapes” (AB, 2012-G). ”If we 
pay 2 kronor more for the milk then we don’t have to drink milk from other countries, 
support the Swedish farmers before it is too late” (AB, 2012-N). 
 
Solutions for the milk crisis 
Who should solve the milk crisis is argued to be the government “The government 
should immediately give subsidies to the farmers until a long-term solution is found, 
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otherwise farmers will have to close their business or go into bankruptcy” (DN, 
2015-B).”Help the Swedish farmers with money, otherwise the Swedish milk will 
disappear” (AB, 2012-H). “When the milk machines go silent, what do we do then? 
A country without any food production is what is closing in on us. To save the Swe-
dish food producers, we need support from the government“ (Exp, 2015-H). 
However, it is also news texts about how campaigns are done to save the struggling 
milk farmers with the help of the public A campaign named “Donate one krona per 
litre of milk” was started by the Swedish Dairy Association and Ica got some media 
coverage and was reported as a success “The consumers are responding very good to 
this initiative, it shows that people wants to buy Swedish milk” (Svd, 2015-O).  
In 2017 when the milk crisis had come to an end “It’s getting better for the milk 
farmers” (Svd, 2017-D) “The farmers' cheers - the milk price rises” (Exp, 2017- F) 
“Good times for Swedish farmers” (Exp, 2017-G), after governmental support “The 
farmers gets cheaper diesel” (Svd, 2015-K) and initiatives from the food industries 
as well as local stores.  
 
In the middle of the milk crisis other topics came into focus in media, most of which 
was connected to released research that questioned the healthiness of milk or high-
lighted the environmental impacts of the dairy industry. 
 
Research in media 
Media published news about research saying that ecological produced milk is health-
ier and better for the environment than conventional milk caused a reaction in media 
“Swedish eco-labelled milk is good environmental friendly choice, but so is ordinary 
Swedish milk” (AB, 2013-F) as well as “it is irresponsible to persuade the citizens of 
Sweden that eco-labelled milk is the best choice for the environment when all Swe-
dish milk is environmentally friendly” (AB, 2013-F). 
 
In 2013 a Swedish research suggested that dairy and beef is causing massive envi-
ronmental damage and we therefore need to change our eating behavior in order to 
reach the climate goals for 2050, something that was reported as “Beef is the biggest 
villain for our climate” (Svd, 2013-D). In a small paragraph in the bottom of the text 
it says that the research show that we need to lower our intake of both beef and dairy 
products in order to reach the climate goals for 2050. A response to this text, others 
were written claiming the opposite. “Our cows refine what human beings cannot eat, 
both into milk and meat as well as recycle valuable organic fertilizers” (Svd, 2013-
E). It is also argued that cows are part of a natural cycle and to lower the environ-
mental impact of food we should let them be in their natural cycle. If we eat food 
from a closed ecological cycle the cows have no impact on the environment and 
therefor we should focus on making all dairy – and meat farms organic in order to 
close the loop (Svd, 2013-E). These arguments were also used in another text “if you 
chose to buy the right meat and dairy you can even help to bind coal in the soil” 
(Exp, 2014-A). 
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In 2013 the Swedish Food Administry published a report about climate, milk, beef 
and eggs, something only mentioned in one text. The report showed that beef have 
the most impact on the climate, followed by lamb and cheese, and pork on forth 
place (Svd, 2013-G).  
 
Multiple texts defending the Swedish milk production were published in 2014, such 
as “Stop talking negatively about the Swedish agriculture” (Svd, 2014-H). The text 
argue that the Swedish agriculture has the worlds most strict animal and environmen-
tal protection laws (Svd, 2014-H), and by buying products produced in Sweden you 
contribute to closing the loop and to a biodiversity and can at the same time be con-
fident that the animals had a good life. “Unfortunately the Swedish milk- and meat 
production have been decreasing in recent years. The import has at the same time 
increased and now stands for 50 % of the food we consume in Sweden” (Svd, 2014-
H). Another text argues that milk and meat is not at all bad for the environment “I do 
not object that people eat vegetarian food. What is disturbing me is that it is market-
ed as if you do an effort for the environment” (Exp, 2014-C). Further it is argued that 
animals do not have any climate impact at all, they at part of the carbon cycle and 
therefore do not release any net emissions.  
 
The arguments for that cows are part of the natural cycle is used repeatedly “every-
one who took biology in school knows how the cycles in nature work. Grass accumu-
lates carbon dioxide from the air in order to grow. Cows graze the grass and convert 
this into nourishment that they need to live, grow, produce milk and give birth to a 
calf. Approximately 50 % of the grass they cow needs for itself, 25 % turns to food 
and the rest comes out as carbon dioxide and methane. This carbon dioxide and me-
thane, (after 10-15 years when it has become carbon dioxide and water), is once 
again obtained by the grass. This is how a cycle works” (Exp, 2014-C). 
However, in 2015 an increasing number of texts published question the dairy indus-
try’s climate impact. For instance “The milk lobby are disregarding the climate im-
pact” (AB, 2015-K) an text explaining that the milk industry is using their own sci-
ence to support the claim that milk is not bad for the environment or health “…the 
milk lobby is trying to create a picture of that milk contributes to a better environ-
ment” (AB, 2015-K).  
 
Another research that gained space in media was referred to as “New eating behavior 
can save the planet” (DN, 2015-O2) In order to save the climate we need to change 
our habits and lower our intake of meat- and dairy products. “The big villain is the 
greenhouse gas methane that is created in the stomach of grazing animals” (DN, 
2015-O2). Our food is responsible for around one fourth of the global emissions of 
greenhouse gas. “To reach the climate goals, people in the west need to change their 
eating behavior, something stated of the UN Climate Panel” (DN, 2015-O2). 
 
However, opposite claims was also raised in media “Better for the climate with more 
grazing animals” (Svd, 2017-I). A text that is referring to a different study that proof 
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that pasture ground has the ability to bind more coal then we thought, if it taken care 
of in the right way. And therefor the scientists are “convinced that these new findings 
will change how we look at food from our ruminant animals. The best alternative for 
the environment is to intensify milk production, not to drink oat milk or soda, it is 
grazing based milk that is the solution” (Svd, 2017-I). And also “Sweden needs more 
cows- for the environment” (AB, 2017-H) “Without our cows, our nature is threat-
ened, during the last ten years, 50 000 hectare of open landscapes has been lost. 
Without our grazing cows, endangered birds and butterflies will die” (AB, 2017-H). 
A news text titled “No- the Swedish Dairy Association, your suggestion does not 
benefit the environment” (AB, 2017-I) is questioning how much the cows in Sweden 
is grazing “Of course we need more cows to take care of our landscape, however the 
intense milk production the Swedish Dairy Association advocates has little to with 
that. Most of our milking cows requires nutrient-rich feed and therefore rarely graz-
es the fields filled with the delicate fauna. Today’s high-performance cows eat soy, 
crops and raps-seed cakes and only use grazing for exercise purposes in a pasture 
near the farm. If we go for grass-based milk production with twice as many cows we 
can achieve, binding of coal, open landscapes, and a better health for the cows and 
humans” (AB, 2017-I).  
 
The last texts responding to the study was “Yes, milk cows are important for the 
open landscapes” (AB, 2017-J) “It is not true that the Swedish cows only eat soy, 
they eat mostly grass and the amount of soy in Swedish milk production has de-
creased with 54 per cent during the past five years. The soy is replaced with Swedish 
gown crops such as field beans. It is fun that we are many people engaged in a sus-
tainable food production” (AB, 2017-J). 
 
Another research, that was given a lot of place in media, stating that a high consump-
tion of milk increases the risk of bone fractures and is also connected to a premature 
death. Headlines used for this news were “No- milk will not give strong bones” (AB, 
2014-E),  “The new alarm – about milk” (Exp, 2014-J), “Milk can increase the risk 
for bone fractures” (DN, 2014-D) as well as “Researchers are questioning milk” 
(Svd, 2014-Q). The study made of Swedish researchers, based on 110 000 people 
and published in British Medical Journal, show that people, foremost women, who 
have a high consumption of milk face a higher risk for bone fractures but also a 
premature death (Svd, 2014-Q). “One explanation could be the lactose, that has been 
proved in animal testing have connection to early aging and death” (Svd, 2014-Q).  
 
However, the Swedish Dairy Association do not see any reason for changing the rec-
ommendations regarding milk consumption, “because it is impossible to prove that it 
is in fact the milk that is behind the cause for a premature death” (Svd, 2014-Q). 
Nor did The Swedish Food Administry see any reason for changing the recommend 
about dairy intake. “People should eat and drink approximately 0,5 deciliter dairy 
products a day in order to obtain the amount of calcium needed” (DN, 2014-D). 
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“This is only an observation-study that do not explain the cause to why people who 
drink more milk has a higher risk of a premature death” (DN, 2014-D).   
 
One month later another study was highlighted in media, this time “less lactose can 
lower the risk of cancer” (Svd, 2014-M), “Lactose free food, gives a lower risk of 
cancer” (DN, 2014-J). “A high consumption of dairy products in North America and 
Western Europe has during some time being suspected of being connected to the high 
rate of breast-and ovarian cancer in these areas. Now scientists can draw the con-
clusion that a lactose free diet can lower the risk of cancer” (DN, 2014-J).  
Nevertheless, in 2015 the Swedish Food Administry released a suggestion for new 
food recommendation that caused a heated debate between the Swedish Dairy Asso-
ciation, the dairy Arla and the Swedish Food Administration. The news was reported 
with headlines such as “Dietary advice on milk denounced by dairies” (Svd, 2015-
A), “Suggested dietary advice upsets milk farmers” (Svd, 2015-B), “The Swedish 
Food Administry rejecting milk criticism” (Svd, 2015-E) “Environmental profits 
with locally grown is being questioned” (Svd, 2015-F) and “Contradictory advice 
about the milk” (Svd, 2015-I). The new suggestion was that the consumption of milk 
and other dairy products should be in the limit of 2,5 deciliter to 5 deciliter each day 
in order to decrease the green house gas emissions. However, the advise got heavily 
criticized by the Swedish Dairy Association and Arla who says “it is unacceptable to 
limit the milk consumption without providing information for how the consumers in 
the future should contain enough calcium to avoid malnutrition” (Svd, 2015-B). “It 
is sad times for the Swedish milk farmers who are already pressured by the low mar-
ket price” (Svd, 2015-B).  
 
It was reported that the Swedish Dairy Association had posted a response where they 
had calculated that a grown man need to eat 500-gram kale or 900-gram spinach each 
day to cover the need of calcium when the intake of dairy has decreased. “We have 
asked to see the calculations behind the recommendations, but gotten the response 
that they are producing them now. This make us worried that there is no stable scien-
tific ground, and the consumer risk not to reach the recommendation for multiple 
nutrients… And this is advice directed towards children from two years” (Svd, 2015-
B). It is also reported that the Swedish Food Administry, motivates the advice with 
that cows release methane gas, an aggressive climate gas and also point out that the 
animal production, looking at a global perspective, lower the biodiversity and in-
creases the use of protectants when growing soy for cattle food (Svd, 2015-B). The 
last word is given to the Swedish Dairy Association, “the soy is being phased out 
and grazing animals contributes to other climate goals, such as open landscapes” 
(Svd, 2015-B).   
 
In “The Swedish Food Administry rejects milk criticism” (Svd, 2015-E) the Swedish 
Food Administry provide their own response and says that this new advice doesn’t 
mean any large adjustments to the diet, most Swedish people already consume within 
the proposed frame. ”Thereby the criticism that our new recommendations would 
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lead to a completely different diet is not true” (Svd, 2015-E). However, also stated in 
the text is “we agree that the milk is important and our intention is not to limit the 
consumption. Our focus is still on choosing low-fat dairy products as well as keeping 
a balanced diet” (Svd, 2015-E).  
 
In the text titled “Contradictory advice regarding the milk” (Svd, 2015-I) you can 
read a text about three worried researchers: “we are worried that the Swedish Food 
Administry’s suggested recommendations regarding milk consumption will strike 
wrong. We assert with determination - on a factual basis - that the production of milk 
should increase in Sweden” (Svd, 2015-I) “Dairy products are part of those animal-
based products with low climate impact as well as environmental impact” (Svd, 
2015-I). The milk production gives not only milk but also meat, which is one of the 
most environmentally friendly beef we can eat. “Greenhouse gas emissions needs to 
be calculated in relation to the amount of nutrition one kilogram contains, If you do 
it like the Swedish Food Administry, measure the emissions of one kilogram product 
to another kilogram product you will compare apples with pears” (Svd, 2015-I). 
“The milk production in Sweden should increase because it leads to more jobs in the 
rural areas and a chance for export for refined products as well as all the perks with 
grazing animals” (Svd, 2015-I). 
 
In 2017, a follow up study on how milk is a cause for premature death gained media 
coverage. The study showed that three glasses of milk or more every day, increase 
the risk of a premature death with three times (AB, 2017-D). Lactose free products 
do not help to decrease the risk, however, eating more vegetables will. However, the 
Swedish Food Administry responded that “If you follow the Swedish Food Adminis-
try of a balanced diet with five portions of fruits and vegetables each day the risk will 
decrease” (AB, 2017-D).  
 
 “The research group from Uppsala University strikes again, and this time published 
an additional study proving a connection between a premature death and a high con-
sumption of milk. Where people who drinks three glasses of milk per day tend to live 
shorter than those who drink less milk or no milk at all. The first time the researcher 
published a study about milk and weak bones as well as milk and premature death 
was three years ago in the British Medical journal, something that raised heated 
discussions” (DN, 2017-G). “People living in the countryside became furious and 
said it was a knockdown punch for the already hard pressured milk farmers” (DN, 
2017-G). However, “the method used for the study has been criticized and it is true 
that a survey-based study never can fully measure all parameters and see the causa-
tion, only that their is a connection but not why. It is thereby a bit dangerous to post 
headlines such as ‘A lot of milk will shorten your life’ something many media run 
with” (DN, 2017-G).  The research, however, clearly show that drinking milk is not a 
way to increase strong bones and therefore “the authorities as well as the Swedish 
Dairy Association needs to stop using these phrases immediately” (DN, 2017-G). 
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In other texts it was urged that the research was taken seriously “It is time to take the 
milk alarm seriously” (Svd, 2017-A). “Not enough focus on the health aspect, is 
milk really that healthy to consume?” (Svd, 2017-A). “The fact is that even in this 
milk loving country we need to take the milk alarms seriously” (Svd, 2017-A). 
 
Nevertheless, the last thing mentioned in the debate was given the headline “Too 
soon to determine if the milk is bad for the health” (DN, 2017-K). It is stated that the 
study show risks for adults and not for children, the research is also being criticized 
for being based on self-reported intake of food, something that is known to be prob-
lematic because people forget or lies about what they eat. “The study only show a 
connection, but cannot prove that milk leads to an early death” (DN, 2017-K). “Is 
milk dangerous? Well, it is hard to say looking at this study alone. However, many 
other studies point in the other direction, that milk is healthy” (DN, 2017-K). “The 
one who likes to drink a glass or two every once in a while should not worry too 
much at this stage. Today we know that there is nothing better than a balanced in-
take of food containing a lot of fruit and vegetables” (DN, 2017-K). 
 
Oatly versus the Swedish Dairy Association 
In November 2014, the oat milk company Oalty got sued by the Swedish Dairy As-
sociation for discrediting milk, this topic was given little space in media overall only 
6 texts of 383 mentioned the lawsuit or later in 2015 the verdict.  
 
“The milks position under threat” (DN, 2014-H), the sales of milk are steadily de-
creasing while the plant-based products are increasing. The milk industry is now go-
ing to counterattack by accusing the oat milk company Oatly for running with false 
advertisement (DM, 2014-H). “The milks unique position is on its way to disappear, 
its now starting to become like any product of the food industry” (DN, 2014-H). The 
fact that the Swedish Dairy Association is accusing Oatly for discrediting milk in its 
marketing must be more of a reflex. “They should instead do what they did during 
the 1920th instead of defending a position they do not have anymore” (DN, 2014-H). 
 
The case between Oatly and the Swedish Dairy Association was given little space in 
media during 2015, however when the court released its verdict it was reported about 
in three texts with the headlines “Oat milk last the milk battle” (AB, 2015-Q), “Swe-
dish milk won against Oatly” (DN, 2015-H2) and “Misleading advertising” (Svd, 
2015-S). In all texts it is reported that Oatly are now forbidden by the market court, 
to use any statements that in any way is discrediting against milk, Oatly is also for-
bidden to use any arguments indicating that oat milk is healthier or a wiser choice 
than milk (AB, 2015-Q; DN, 2015-H2; Svd, 2015-S).  
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Summery of empirical data 
During the years between 2012 and 2017 we have collected 443 media texts from 
four different newspapers in Sweden. The topic mostly discussed during these years 
have been the milk war, were the selling of unpasteurized milk was up for debate 
from 2012 and resulted in the Swedish Food Administration removed the ban of sell-
ing the milk in 2014.  
 
Two different milk crisis developed during the selected time of the study and was the 
topic most discussed in media between 2012 and 2017, which also resulted in focus 
on the milk farmers as well as the reason for the milk crisis, and how to stop it.  
 
Research in areas such as environmental impact and human health resulted in debates 
in media regarding the good or bad of milk production as well as the debate regard-
ing the healthiness – or un-healthiness of milk. 
 
In 2014 the Swedish Dairy Association sued the oat milk company Oatly for their 
advertisement and in 2015 Oatly was forbidden to discredit milk in any way, or sug-
gesting that oat milk is in any way, a wiser choice than cow milk. This topic was 
only given limited space in media, however it was mentioned in all newspapers.   
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5 Discussion  

In this chapter we will discuss our findings in regards to our theoretical framework. 
We have decided to lift part of the theoretical framework that we found supported or 
did not support how media in Sweden discuss the topic of milk and the milk industry. 
Starting with positive and negative framing, overall framing of topics followed lob-
bying and media capture.  

5.1 Framing 
Our empirical data show that the Swedish newspapers tend to frame milk with a 
positive frame rather than negative, the most common portrayl is that Swedish milk 
is something good and worth fighting for, “The Swedish milk farmers are down on 
their knees to survive, and their only hope lies on you – the consumer”, “Producing 
your own food is part of the civil defence” (Svd, 2016-Z), however, a loss-frame is 
used to describe what will happen if we don’t save the Swedish milk and milk farm-
ers ”Help the Swedish farmers with money, otherwise the Swedish milk will disap-
pear” (AB, 2012-H). “Don’t you want open landscapes anymore? Sweden will just 
become a massive forest without milk farmers” (Exp, 2015-G). ”If we would lose our 
milk production hundred thousands of jobs would disappear, as well as our open 
landscapes” (AB, 2012-G). ”If we pay 2 kronor more for the milk then we don’t 
have to drink milk from other countries, support the Swedish farmers before it is too 
late” (AB, 2012-N). According to Bobo and Chakraborty (2015), framing the news 
with a positive or negative frame has an effect on how the reader judge and perceive 
the text. If the message is frame with a loss-frame and focused on the present, people 
will be more receptive than with a gain frame that is focused on future gains (Chang 
et al., 2016). Druckman (2007) argue that individuals are assumed not to evaluate the 
frames, but rather embrace the frame that they are most use to see or hear. In the case 
of Swedish milk and the milk industry this would mean that the readers would per-
ceive milk as something that is important for the Swedish society and something that 
is needed for our biodiversity as well as open landscapes.  
 
Further, Chong and Druckman (2007a) as well as Behr and Iyengar (1985) that the 
amount of media attention devoted to a particular issue determines the degree of pub-
lic interest for the same issue. In Swedish newspapers the most media attention was 
given to the struggling farmers due to the milk crisis. Entman (1993) describe fram-
ing as portraying a particular problem and to also provide moral evaluation of how 
the problem should be interpreted. “Markus and Monia Eriksson looks at the stalls 
where 65 cows were living only a few months back. The eyes are shiny” (Exp, 2013-
J) is an example of how media use framing in a way to guide the reader in their in-
terpretation of the problem. The family has to close down the farm and now they 
have no cows anymore, something that is framed as a tragedy, a plead and a warning 
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of what will happen if the consumers of dairy products does not choose Swedish 
dairy products.  
 
Framing can also be done with pictures (Chong and Druckman, 2007b), which has 
been used in order to portray the sad struggling farmers, for example in AB, 2012-S, 
pictures of a family of farmers was standing next to their cows, looking into the cam-
era with sad facial expression under the headline “The question is: do you want us to 
survive?” (AB, 2012-S), do not only provide a text that is framed with a loss frame 
but also a whole family that are about to disappear, we get a face of those who’s lives 
are about to be destroyed, because Swedish consumers are not buying their milk.   
 
Entman, (1993) define framing as “to frame is to select some aspects of a perceived 
reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to 
promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, 
and/or treatment recommendation for the item described.” (p. 52)  
 
McCombs and Shaw (1972) argue that by choosing what do display in the news, 
journalists and editors play an important part in shaping the political reality. Media 
do not only provide readers with a relevant issue, but also tells them how much im-
portance to attach to that issue (ibid). In the legal case between Oalty and the Swe-
dish Dairy Association, only a few, short, texts mentioned this, and no text is writing 
only about the Swedish oat-milk company Oatly. At the same time multiple texts 
described the struggling farmers and the crisis within the milk industry. This would 
show that the agenda primarily is sett on the milk crisis and how to solve it rather 
than something that is questioning the milk or providing an alternative to the milk 
industry.  
 
Additionally, Anderson (2009) highlight that “the media play a crucial role in fram-
ing scientific, economic, social and political dimensions through giving voice to 
some viewpoints while suppressing others, and legitimating certain truth-claims as 
reasonable and credible” (p. 1). What we discovered is that as soon as a news text is 
criticizing milk for being unhealthy or for not being environmentally friendly, more 
media space is given to defend the milk and milk industry. In 2017 one article was 
published that encouraged a decreased intake of beef and dairy products in order to 
lower the greenhouse gas emissions, something that was argued necessary for the 
climate and planet. As a response to this one article, multiple texts were published 
that raised the opposite opinion. Using statements such as “it is better for the climate 
with more grazing animals” (Svd, 2017-I), with argumentation like “ we are con-
vinced that these new findings will change how we look at food from our ruminant 
animals. The best alternative for the environment is to intensify milk production, not 
to drink oat milk or soda, it is grazing based milk that is the solution” (Svd, 2017-I). 
Additionally the texts “Sweden needs more cows- for the environment” (AB, 2017-
H) and “Without our cows, our nature is threatened, during the last ten years, 50 
000 hectare of open landscapes has been lost. Without our grazing cows, endangered 
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birds and butterflies will die” (AB, 2017-H) argue the importance of keeping our 
milk production. However in this debate, a text titled “No the Swedish Dairy Associ-
ation, your suggestion does not benefit the environment” (AB, 2017-I), seems to be 
of opposite opinion in this debate, but it is not, only the headline is making it look 
like giving an opposite opinion and thereby creating a debate. Nevertheless, within 
the text one can read; “of course we need more cows to take care of our landscape, 
however the intense milk production the Swedish Dairy Association advocates has 
little to do with that. Most of our milking cows requires nutrient-rich feed and there-
fore rarely grazes the fields filled with the delicate fauna. Today’s high-performance 
cows eat soy, crops and raps-seed cakes and only use grazing for exercise purposes 
in a pasture near the farm. If we go for grass-based milk production with twice as 
many cows we can achieve, binding of coal, open landscapes, and a better health for 
the cows and humans” (AB, 2017-I). As a response to this text, and as final word in 
the debate the text “Yes, milk cows are important for the open landscapes” (AB, 
2017-J) was posted. Which cleared the Swedish milk industry from using soy “It is 
not true that the Swedish cows only eat soy, they eat mostly grass and the amount of 
soy in Swedish milk production has decreased with 54 per cent during the past five 
years. The soy is replaced with Swedish gown crops such as field beans. It is great 
that we are many people engaged in a sustainable food production” (AB, 2017-J). 
This debate, show that even if it all stared with a questioning of the environmental 
impact of milk, it ended with milk and milk production is a good solution to tackle 
the impacts of climate change.  
 
By posting more texts that are referring to the positive side of milk, and that is argu-
ing for milk products being good for the environment, media is suppressing clams of 
the opposite opinion, (Anderson, 2009), and thereby provide a picture that may not 
be a reflection of what is concluded in the fields of research. Druckman and Chong, 
(2007a) argue that in a competitive environment, where people receive different 
frames with opposite positions, the loudest frame that is repeated more frequently 
would have the greatest influence on individuals’ opinion. In the framing of milk as a 
climate villain and a climate hero, the latter frame is repeated the most, which would, 
according to Druckman and Chong (2007b) suggest that individuals reading the 
newspapers will perceive milk as environmentally friendly rather than a climate 
threat. Also Behr and Iyenger (1985) argue that the amount of media attention devot-
ed to a particular issue determines the degree of public concern for that issue, this 
would explain the amount of debate articles about milk published between 2012 and 
2017. Media is giving the issue of milk crisis a lot of space, which is followed by 
letter to editors as well as debate articles in the same topic.    
 

5.2 Lobbying and media capture 
In 2012 a well-published debate regarding the selling of unpasteurized milk blos-
somed. Even though the Swedish Food Administry came out with a warning (Svd, 
2012-D). More texts were published arguing for that the unpasteurized milk should 
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be legal to sell, and to forbid it would even be threat against the Swedish culture 
(DN, 2013-F). According to Dinan and Miller (2007) as well as Stauber and Ramp-
ton (1995) organizations as well as individuals can use lobbying in order to hinder 
implementations of policies in society. Looking at the overall debate between 2012 
and 2014, it may have had an impact on the regulation of unpasteurized milk, were 
then ban for selling it was lifted in 2014 (DN, 2014-L).  
 
Also the news texts about the Swedish Animal Protection Law, could be seen as a 
way to undermine the law and even to remove it completely. The law is often de-
scribed as a obstacle for the Swedish development or more specific - the law is hin-
dering the Swedish milk farmers to compete in a global market and in texts argu-
ments like “It is hypocrisy to speak well about the Swedish Animal Protection Law 
and then buy half of the consumed food from other countries” (Exp, 2013-G) as well 
as “Solve the acute milk crisis, the Swedish farmers have a competitive disad-
vantage, due to the Swedish regulations. It needs to be modernised in order for us to 
keep our milk farmers in Sweden” is used. It is also argued that Sweden's stricter 
animal protection law is hindering the Swedish agricultural sector to develop, a sec-
tor that is argued to be the engine of the Swedish economy (Svd, 2016-J). 
 
In 2015 when the Food Administry released their suggestion for new food recom-
mendation the Swedish Dairy Association, Arla, the Swedish Agriculture department 
as well as three scientists who were against the new food suggestion was given more 
space in media than the Swedish Food Administration. When the Swedish Dairy As-
sociation was given the place to give large critique to the Food Administry, as well 
as talking down their calculations as well as provide their own calculations of what 
was necessary to eat in order to obtain the needed calcium for one day, it shows a 
typical example of media capture (Holden and Lee, 2009) By managing to capture 
the media coverage, the Swedish Dairy Association could steer the agenda in a more 
favourable direction -the nutritious milk (Svd, 2015-A) instead of the real reason 
behind the food recommendation - to eat more climate friendly food and therefore 
lower the intake of milk and other dairy products due to the high emissions of green-
house gas connected to the products (Svd, 2015-B).  
 
Media capture is used in other debates as well, for instance when a study was pub-
lished in 2014 showing that milk did not give strong bones and that it also had a con-
nection to a premature death- the Swedish Dairy Association as well as the Swedish 
Food Administration was there to make statements and was able to disregard the 
study as “only an observation-study that do not explain the cause to why people who 
drink more milk has a higher risk of a premature death” (DN, 2014-D).  
 
However, when another study month later was highlighted in media, this time “less 
lactose can lower the risk of cancer” (Svd, 2014-M), “Lactose free food, gives a 
lower risk of cancer” (DN, 2014-J) the Swedish Dairy Association was quit.  
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6 Final discussion and conclusion 

The agenda setting in Swedish media is favorable towards milk and milk farmers. 
And even though there are companies like Oatly (Swedish) who provide environ-
mental friendly alternative for milk, Oatly is only discussed in connection to the law-
suit and not as an environmentally friendly alternative or healthier option. If milk is 
under threat, the media agenda turns into pro milk or at least giving pro-milk organi-
zations a place to speak. This is visible in figure 2 when the amount of positive fram-
ing increased in 2015 due to the milk crisis and studies stating that milk is not good 
for the environment and that we need to lower our intake of milk in order to reach the 
climate goals for 2050, as well as studies showing that milk is unhealthy and can 
even lead to death. The amount of news texts published in the topic of milk and the 
milk industry decrease again in 2017, when the milk crisis has come to an end. We 
believe that this decrease in positive framing, and the overall amount of published 
texts about milk and the milk industry have to do with the milk crisis being over and 
the milk industry therefore no longer had the need to fight for their financial survival.  
The negative framing did not increase or decrease in any large amounts, leaving it to 
be lost in times when the positive framing increased vastly. Leading the public to 
read more texts about saving the farmers finances than about the environmental im-
pacts the milk causes, and what individuals need to do in order to live a sustainable 
life and work against climate change.  
 
The Swedish milk industry was able to use media capture every time the product of 
milk of the milk industry was under threat. The Swedish Dairy Association was al-
ways given a place to respond to critique as well as sometimes even given the space 
to steer the debate in a totally different direction as in 2015 when the Swedish Food 
Administry suggested new environmentally friendly dietary advice (Svd, 2015-A) 
and the Swedish Dairy Association was given the place to change the topic into be-
ing about the amount of calcium people need. 
  
Why the Swedish milk industry gets this favorable position is media can be connect-
ed to the long cultural history the milk has in Sweden (Williams, 2015). Looking at 
our empirical data, it seems like the “Milk Propaganda” (Martiin, 2010) still has a 
stronghold in Sweden and are able to undermine any scientific data or questioning of 
the milk by taking control of the media arena with media capture and scientific cap-
ture as well as political capture. 
 
This study show that the milk lobby in Sweden still has a strong position and access 
to the media arena, where they undermine competitors access to the media arena.  
Thereby the competitors are not able to raise their opinion or convey their message in 
the media arena. This is of course beneficial for the milk industry, however, by using 
the media arena to undermine any threat directed towards milk, issues connected to 
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environmental impacts as well as personal health may be overlooked for the purpose 
of preserving the position of milk in the Swedish society. In a time when our planet 
urge for change in how we produce, consume and live, the media’s role and power 
needs to be taken into account because “The press may not be successful much of the 
time in telling people what to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its read-
ers what to think about” (Cohen, 1963, in Weimann, 2000 p. 33). Maybe it is time 
that the media tells us to think about the planet and people living here.     

6.1 Limitations 
Even though we gathered a large sample (n=553) using our keywords, we are aware 
that other keywords may have accounted for another sample, resulting in a different 
interpretation of the study. However, we do not claim that using our keywords make 
up for an absolute truth nor would other keywords. We provide one truth among oth-
ers, and even with the same sample at hand, another interpretation can give an alter-
native truth not more or less true than the interpretations and conclusion made in this 
study.  
 
The researchers struggled with finding the right translation for some Swedish words 
that were used in the news texts, sometimes the translation to English did no provide 
the exact same meaning or feeling like the Swedish word. For example the authors 
was not able to translate the humoristic features that was visible in the Swedish news 
texts such as “Muu-ntra nyheter för mjölkbönder”, therefore the humoristic features 
are not visible in this study even if present in the studied media texts.  

6.2 Further research 
Our empirical data is built on news texts from Swedish, a country that has a long 
history connected to milk and the agriculture society. It is of interest to see how 
products connected to environmental degradation and have a culture connection is 
framed in other media outlets and in other countries. We believe that in this time 
when sustainability is needed all over the world, we need to study how media is us-
ing its power to portray these issues, but also understand the underlying battle of who 
gets to use the media arena to convey their message.   
 
To build on this study it would also be suggested to combine data from news media 
with material provided from the largest stakeholders mentioned in this study in order 
to understand the lobbying and PR aspect more, as well as using social media chan-
nel in order to follow the impact of the framing and portrayal of Swedish milk in 
media.    
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Svd, 2016-A ”Mindre pengar till mjölkbönder” (2016-01-28) 
Svd, 2016-B ”Mjölkbönderna får mer av Arla” (2016-02-18) 
Svd, 2016-C ”Svenska särkrav hot mot miljön” (Jakobsson Gjörtler, J. and Hultberg, 
J., 2016-02-29) 
Svd, 2016-D ”Arla satsar på cheddar i USA” (2016-03-24) 
Svd, 2016-E ”Mejeri” (2016-05-14) 
Svd, 2016-F ”Konkurrensverket granskar Arla” (Zeilon Lund, A., 2016-05-02) 
Svd, 2016-G ”Mindre pengar för mjölken” (2016-05-24) 
Svd, 2016-H ”Liemannen går i kohagen” (Hollertz, E., 2016-06-11) 
Svd, 2016-I ”Vi vill få tävla på lika villkor” (Von Rosen, M. et al., 2016-06-13) 
Svd, 2016-J ”Mjölkföretag kugghjul” (2016-06-13) 
Svd, 2016-K ”Pressade bönder startar nytt” (Johansson, P., 2016-06-15) 
Svd, 2016-L ”68 miljoner i stöd” (2016-06-15) 
Svd, 2016-M ”En brandfackla i den svenska höstacken” (Jönsson, S. L. 2016-08-04) 
Svd, 2016-N ”Rysk politik drabbar svenska mjölkbönder” (Johansson, P., 2016-06-
16) 
Svd, 2016-O ”Mjölköverflöd efter kvotstopp” (Küchler, T., 2016-06-17) 
Svd, 2016-P ”Skyll inte mjölkkrisen på Arla” (Nilsson, J., 2016-07-05) 
Svd, 2016-Q ”EU vill ge premie för mindre mjölk” (2016-07-18) 
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Svd, 2016-R ”EU vill premiera strypt spene” (Larsson, L., 2016-07-18) 
Svd, 2016-S ”Mindre mjölk ger mer pengar” (2016-08-30) 
Svd, 2016-T ”Rokordstort prisgap på mjölk” (2016-09-03) 
Svd, 206-U ”50 öre” (2016-12-26) 
Svd, 2016-V ”Ge mjölkbönderna rätt betalt ”(Ohlström, T., 2016-11-12) 
Svd, 2016-W ”Ingen risk att barn får för lite” (Ennart, H., 2016-12-26) 
Svd, 2016-X ”Grönsaker en allt viktigare del av den svenska kosten” (2016-12-26) 
Svd, 2016-Y ”Kon står mitt i klimatstriden” (Ennart, H., 2016-12-26) 
Svd, 2016-Z ”Egen mat är en del av försvaret” (Jonsson, H. and Lindgren, S., 2016-
01-09) 
Svd, 2016-A2 ”Helt fel att beskriva kor som klimatbovar” (Sylwan, P., 2016-12-24) 
Svd, 2016-B2 ”Kor kan få pruttkudde i framtiden” (Frykholm, G., et al., 2016-08-30) 
Svd, 2017-A ”Dags att ta mjölklarm på allvar” (Ennart, H., 2017-02-17) 
Svd, 2017-B ”Bönder ser ljus framtid” (2017-05-25) 
Svd, 2017-C ”38 procent mer betalt får mjölkbönderna” (2017-09-22) 
Svd, 2017-D ”Bättre för mjölkbönderna” (2017-08-26) 
Svd, 2017-E ”Medierna ger ensidigt stöd åt ekojordbruket” (Sundström, J. and Fagerström, T. 2017-
05-31) 
Svd, 2017-F ”Prisrace på smör” (Nygårds, O., 2017-06-24) 
Svd, 2017-G ”Mjölkbönder får mer betalt” (2017-06-26) 
Svd, 2017-H ”Mjölkbönder får mer” (2017-07-25) 
Svd, 2017-I ”Bättre för klimatet med fler betesdjur” (Rundgren, G. and Meyer von 
Bremen, A-H., 2017-08-10) 
Svd, 2017-J ”Folk tror de är hälsomedvetna när de väljer laktosfritt” (Ekman, M., 
2017-11-19) 
 
 
 


